ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Morphologically, median fins and paired fins are two main categories of fish fins. Caudal fin, one type of the median fins, is mainly employed by fishes for thrust generation and maneuverability [1] . The previous studies on the fish swimming behavior for the autonomous underwater vehicle design are mainly focused on either rigid [2, 3] or flexible fins with uniformly distributed structural parameters [4, 5] . However, a real fish fin is characterized as a composite structure composed of a membrane strengthened by fin rays [6] . Therefore, the simplified fin models with uniformly distributed stiffness may be unable to reflect the real fin's propulsive performance and its bending pattern.
Some experiments and numerical simulations have been conducted to investigate the correlation between the inhomogeneous distribution of a caudal fin's rigidity and its propulsion capabilities. For example, four passively-flexing fish-like foil models were designed by Lucas et al. to examine the effects of non-uniform stiffness on the swimming performance [7] . They found that the two foils with anterior regions of high stiffness and posterior regions of low stiffness outperform the foils with uniform distribution of flexibility in terms of self-propelled speeds and thrust production. The stiffness profiles of real fish were measured by Kancharala and Philen using digital image correlation (DIC) techniques [8] . With their experimental data, a chordwise varying stiffness robotic fin was fabricated to study the locomotion performance in a water tunnel. Their results indicated that the fins with varying stiffness generated larger thrusts and higher efficiency compared to the uniform ones. Numerically, Zhu and Bi developed a fully coupled FSI model to study the span-wise deformation on the dynamics of a ray-supported swaying caudal fin, and the performance enhancement through specific nonuniform distribution of rigidity on the fin was reported [9] .
However, the effect of the peduncle is often ignored in the previous studies on caudal fin propulsion, while it does exist in real fish locomotion [10] . In addition, the research on the influence of stiffness reinforcement due to the fin rays is very limited in the existing FSI simulations, while the experimental 2 Copyright © 2019 by ASME results by Esposito et al. [11] suggested that, on account of the existence of rays and thus the different stiffness of fin surface, the deformation of fin is not truly flat. In this work, inspired by the experiment conducted by Ren et al. [12] , a model composed of a rigid peduncle and a flexible caudal fin with non-uniform flexibility is built to investigate the impact of three-dimensional deformation on fin's propulsive performance through a fully coupled FSI numerical solver. Here, the homocercal fin is modeled as an elastic thin plate assigned with inhomogeneous rigidity, in which the rays-surrounding area is strengthened. The main objective of this study is to validate our newly developed FSI solver and then investigate how the compliance affects the propulsion performance of a caudal fin behind a locomotor peduncle.
Mathematical model and numerical approach
In this section, the governing equations for the fluid and the solid are described. The fluid and structural domains are represented by f  with the boundary 
   
between the fluids and structures is the common boundary of the two domains.
Fluid solver
The governing equations of the flow around the caudal peduncle and fin can be expressed in the integral form as
where n is the unit normal vector in outward direction, W represents the conservative variable vector, the vector c F is the convective flux, and the diffusion flux is denoted by d F . The in-house fluid solver solves the viscous, compressible flow using a cell-centered finite volume method based on a multi-block grid system. Using a structured methodology, the fluid domain f  is divided into an array of hexahedral cells.
The convective term is discretized by central JST scheme with an artificial dissipative term introduced by Jameson [13] . Green's theorem is applied to obtain the first order derivatives calculating the viscous flux tensors. For unsteady simulations, the dual-time stepping algorithm is used for time-integration [14] .
Furthermore, the local time-stepping and multigrid method are implemented in the fluid solver to accelerate the convergence and implicit residual smoothing is applied to increase the stability of the solution. Parallelization is achieved via message passing interface (MPI) to enable large-scale computation.
Structural solver
The basic equation of the finite element method in the weak form of the balance of momentum can be written in the differential form as 
where the acceleration of the material point is obtained by the second derivatives of the displacement vector U of the structure. Surface forces are modeled by the second PiolaKirchoff stress tensor P and body forces of per unit mass such as gravity are represented by f . The solid density is denoted by
The general governing equations of the solid dynamics, i.e. Eq. (2), are discretized using the finite element method. By applying the standard virtual work method, the linear algebraic equation system can be obtained by discretizing Eq. (2) in the whole solid domain as
where   K is the global stiffness matrix,   M is the global matrix and   F is the global force vector respectively. By applying Newton's Second Law of Motion, the time domain is discretized using the  -method with a second order accuracy here.
In the present work, the implementation of finite element method solver is based on CalculiX written by Dhondt [15] , in which a variety of element types including the brick element, the tetrahedral element and the wedge element are used to discretize the solid domain and define the shape functions.
Fluid-structure coupling
Considering the fluid solver [16] and CalculiX [15] are both highly specialized in its specific single-field physical solution and provide some advanced features, a partitioned coupling scheme is thus employed in order to keep the advantages from both solvers. In the present partitioned framework, an implicit scheme is designed to avoid the numerical instability that may be encountered when the mass ratio is low. In the present work, the fluid solver is integrated with CalculiX via preCICE (Precise Code Interaction Coupling Environment), a coupling library for partitioned multi-physics simulations [17] .
In this solver, the IQN-ILS [18, 19] implemented in preCICE is used to stabilize the coupling and accelerate the convergence. It is a Newton-Raphson scheme which tries to find the root of the residual equations of displacements and fluid forces at the interface. Fig. 1 demonstrates the basic coupling procedure where a sub-iteration loop is introduced within each time step n. Within each sub-iteration, the fluid grid is updated via a fast moving mesh algorithm [20] . The communication between the fluid and structural solver is established via TCP/IP sockets, and the data mapping is achieved by the radial basis functions (RBF) based interpolation [21] .
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The flexible caudal fin problem formulation
The current peduncle and caudal fin model is inspired by the experiment test conducted by Ren et al. [12] , where a robotic fish tail mimicking the locomotion of the Bluegill Sunfish (Lepomis macrochrus) has been experimentally examined. In their experiment, the robot consists of a rigid peduncle and a flexible caudal fin, and more details for the experimental setup can be found in [12] . Copyright © 2019 by ASME In this work, the geometry and dimensions of the peduncle and caudal fin is depicted in Fig. 2 , where the geometrical data of the caudal fin is taken from the experiment [12] which is designed to replicate the shape of its real biological counterpart [22] . However, the peduncle is modified, as displayed in Fig. 2 , to present a streamline fashion and a smooth transition from the peduncle to caudal fin, which mimics a real fish tail and also provides the ease for our CFD mesh generation.
The kinematics of the present model is described as follows. The peduncle combined with the caudal fin rotate harmonically around the z axis with the reference point O in a uniform flow in the positive x direction with a velocity of U . The timedependent pitch motion of the model is described by Fig. 3 . The generated structural finite element mesh with locally strengthened area of the caudal fin.
Performance metrics
To evaluate the propulsion performance of the caudal fin, the instantaneous thrust and power coefficients are defined as
where x F is the total hydrodynamic forces on the caudal fin in x direction, S is the reference area, i.e. the area of the fin in xz surface, M O represents the z-component of the reaction moment at point O. Meanwhile, the lateral force is defined as the hydrodynamic force in y direction
The propulsion efficiency  is given by
where T C and P C are the time-averaged values of T C and P C within one oscillating period.
Structural model of the caudal fin -the non-uniformity of flexible fins
In the experiment of Ren et al. [23] , the fin consists of rigid rays and elastic membrane. The fin membrane is glued with the rays. Since the rays are relatively much smaller compared with the whole fin membrane surface, therefore, to simplify the modeling, the rays are not modeled explicitly in the present simulation. Nevertheless, considering the existence of the rigid rays, the stiffness of the caudal fin is strengthened locally surrounding the glued rays.
To consider the effect of the rays on the fin membrane, non-uniform distribution of Young's modulus is assigned to the finite element model of the fin, as depicted in Fig. 3 . The nondimensional stiffness around the fin rays area 1 K is larger than that 2 K away from these areas, and 12 ,1 K rK r  , where r is the stiffness ratio. By referencing the distribution of the material properties of a caudal fin inversely determined by Liu et al. [24] using a finite element analysis method, the stiffness ratio is selected as 2 r  .
Validation and verification

Validation cases
The fluid solver used in the present work has been extensively validated in our previous work [16, [25] [26] [27] . Here the following three properly selected cases are used to validate the coupling of the fluid solver with CalculiX via preCICE.
Flow over a flexible cantilever behind a square cylinder
This problem consists of a fixed square bluff body with an elastic cantilever attaching in its wake [28] [29] [30] . Previous studies indicated that the flow separated from the leading edge of the square cylinder will induce a periodic oscillation of the flexible cantilever.
The layout of computation domain and generated fluid mesh are presented in Fig. 4 . In the present simulation, fluid domain contains 153428 cells using a multi-block approach, while the structural mesh comprises 123 nodes of quadratic elements with standard shape functions [15] . 
 
are chosen to make the frequency of shedding vortex approximate the first Eigen-frequency of the cantilever, so that a remarkable oscillation can be observed. In the structural part, the left end of cantilever is set as fixed, and the movement of the whole cantilever is limited only in x and y direction. The vorticity contour in z direction within one oscillation period is represented in Fig. 6 . The shedding of vortex can be observed clearly from the contour. During one oscillation cycle, two clockwise vortices form at the upper region while another two counter-clockwise appear at the lower region. It can be observed from the contour that the formed Von Karman vortex street behind the square bluff is dispersed by the oscillating elastic cantilever. Then it seems to be stretched along the downstream direction, but evolves to an independent roundsimilar shape away from the appendix.
The bending of a 3D flexible plate in uniform flow
In this validation test, it involves a flexible plate which is bent while placed in cross flow. The original case derives from an experimental study on flow-induced reconfiguration of flexible aquatic vegetation conducted by Luhar and Nepf [34] . One of their experiment cases was then numerically simulated as a FSI validation by Tian et al. [35] . In their work, they quantitatively compared the results with experiment data in the presence of gravity and buoyancy and performed a series of simulations in the absence of them for a purpose of benchmarks studies. Here, the latter cases are chosen to validate our proposed multi-physics numerical suite.
The configuration of the elastic plate is depicted in Fig. 7 
The response of a flexible plate in a forced harmonic heave motion
This numerical validation case involves an experiment study conducted by Paraz et al. [36, 37] . It consists of a horizontal flexible plate which is made of polysiloxane. The plate has a rounded leading edge and a tapered trailing edge. The thickness of plate is 0.004m, chord length is 0.12m and span is 0.12m, giving an aspect ratio of 1. In their experiment, the leading edge was forced into a harmonic heave motion while the trailing edge was set free. The elastic plate deformed under the hydrodynamics forces. More detail about the experiment setup can be found in [37] .
The simulation is carried out with a structured fluid domain which contains 57424 hexahedron cells along with 105 structural finite elements [15] . The response of the plate is characterized by the change of the relative displacement of the trailing edge with respect to that of the leading edge TE LE / AA and the phase difference  between them. The response of the plate with varied forcing frequency is depicted in Fig. 8 .
It can be found from Fig. 8 that the present simulation results match well with the counterparts in the experiment. A sharp peak is observed from the displacement curves of the trailing edge when the forcing frequency approaches the natural frequency 0 f . At that point, the trailing edge displacement TE A is 1.5 times larger than the LE A . This is the first resonance peak according to the analysis by Paraz et al. [37] . With the increase of forcing frequency, the phase shift  experiences a continuous increase, indicating the strong interactions between fluid and structure with a large forcing frequency. In Fig. 9 , the deformation of the plate at the resonance frequency is illustrated by the superposition of the centerlines of the plate within one forcing cycle. According to the definition of Dai et al. [38] , the current deformation pattern of the plate corresponds to the first mode. It is noted that a weak asymmetry in up-and-down of the shape mode can be observed in Fig. 9(a) from the experimental results, but not from that of the numerical simulations. This can be explained by the fact that in the experiment, the density of the plate is slightly larger than that of water and the gravity effect plays a role in the response of the plate, while in the present simulation the gravity influence is ignored. Even so, since the two densities approximate to each other, the neglect of the gravity does not lead a big difference.
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Resolution verification
A resolution study is performed to assess the appropriate mesh and time-step resolution for Re / 2500 Table 2 . Observed from the comparison, we find that the medium resolution setup is sufficient to simulate the flow filed around the caudal fin. Therefore, the medium grid with a time-step 0.00667 t  is used for the following simulations.  . These parameters are chosen to match those in the experiment by Ren et al. [23] . The predicted time-mean thrust, lateral forces, power input coefficients and efficiency of the caudal fin, when flexural stiffness is varied, are summarized in Table 3 . As seen from the table, the flexibility of the fin has a significant effect on the propulsion performance of the caudal fin. The C increase by 197%, almost three times as large as that of a rigid one. In fact, when the rigidity reaches a sufficient big level, the thrust and efficiency show no difference with the rigid counterpart. Oppositely, when the fin is too flexible, i.e., 2 0.5 K  , despite of the pronounced improvement of the efficiency, the thrust is very limited, which is even smaller than that of a rigid fin. These findings are consistent with the results in [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
In terms of a power consumption, for flexible fins, it seems that the more thrust is generated, the more power input is needed. The only exceptional case is 2 3 K  , in which the largest thrust is produced, while its needed power expenditure is not the most. In general, for compliant fins, the increase of power input is not as remarkable as the improvement of thrust, so the overall efficiency is enhanced compared with a rigid fin.
The time history of the thrust coefficient, the normalized lateral forces and power input coefficient are demonstrated in Fig. 11 . To facilitate description, these cases are categorized into three types: the least flexible cases (rigid find and the fin with 2 50 K  ), the medium flexible cases (the fin with 2 3 K  and 2 5 K  ) and a highly flexible case (the fin with 2 0.5 K  ), according to their propulsion capability shown in Table 3 .
As observed in Fig. 11(a) , within one oscillation period, apart from the highly flexible case, the other two patterns both present two thrust peaks, though with different amplitudes. It is noted that the two crests of the rigid fin and the fin with 2 =50 K are almost the same, indicating a symmetry feature between the fore and later half flapping. However, with the fin is more compliant, this symmetry is broken, and the emergence of the peaks is delayed significantly. In general, the thrust curves of the least flexible cases and those of the medium flexible cases present similar variation patterns. The Nevertheless, all the power input coefficient curves almost have a similar fashion except for that of the highly flexible fin. The P C curve of the most compliant fin have a much smaller amplitude throughout most of the flapping cycle, so despite the least mean thrust output, it attains the most efficient propulsion. Interestingly, by comparing Fig. 11(a) with Fig. 11(c) , it can be observed that the instantaneous thrust generation and power input almost reach the peaks at the same time, i.e. around the middle of the flapping period, when 2 3 K  . Like the power input plot, the lateral forces of the highly flexible fin presents a totally different fashion as others, of which all have clear peaks emerging around 2/5~3/5 T. However, owing to a continuous low lateral forces generated by the highly flexible fin, it may benefit to a straight-line cruising swimming for a fish.
The trajectory of the point A at the upper trailing edge of the caudal fin shown in Fig. 2(a) within one flapping cycle is plotted in Fig. 12 . Like the instantaneous thrust curves, the motion of the point A exhibits three completely distinct fashions. When the fin is least flexible the trajectories of the A are almost symmetric between the prior half and posterior half flapping,
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Copyright © 2019 by ASME thus their motion curves are parabolas. However, when the fin is more compliant, their trajectories become figure-eight shapes, which is reminiscent of the typical orbital trajectories of the vortex induced vibration (VIV) of a cylinder [43] . By comparing the images obtained from a high-speed camera from the experiment of Esposito et al. [11] and that of the present caudal fin model in Fig. 13 , it can be found that they appear similar curvatures of the trailing edges. Owing to the reinforcement of the rigidity of the middle part of the caudal fin, it seems that the middle trailing edge have a phase delay compared with the dorsal and ventral parts, which is observed in the bending of fish caudal fin. This distinguishes the current simulation from most of existing numerical studies in which only a uniformly distributed stiffness is considered. It can be further observed clearly in Fig. 14 , in which the curvature patterns of the trailing edge of the caudal fin in yz plane during one flapping period is depicted, to demonstrate a highly threedimensional deformation. Moreover, even though, no active control of fin rays is imposed, a similar bending form to that of the robotic fin in the experiment [44] is observed. As a matter of fact, according to the results of the simulations by Zhu and Bi [9] , more complex deformation patterns of caudal fins, e.g. W-shape, can be achieved by imposing specific distribution of the flexibility of fish rays (fin).
The wake flow of the rigid and flexible fins ( 2 3 K  ) are presented in Fig. 15 . Two tip vortices shed from the dorsal-and ventral-most of the trailing edge of the caudal fin are formed parallel and alternatively. They have opposite rotation directions with one in counterclockwise while the other clockwise, and their vortices are approximately equal. These results match with those obtained in the experiments [11] and [23] using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) techniques, and to our knowledge, no similar vorticity patters are reported by previous FSI studies. In comparison, the intensity of the vortices behind the flexible fin outperforms that of a rigid counterpart and it also has farther influence zone in the wake. As a result, the flexible fin generates larger thrust than the rigid one. This may explain the thrust augment shown in Fig. 11 (a) . 
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The wake structures of the flexible fin with 2 3 K  and the rigid fin are depicted in Fig. 16 . It can be observed that different wake patterns are presented between the two cases. Two trains of vortex rings are formed in their wake with distinct shapes. In comparison, the geometry of the wake of the deformable fin is more complex with some small vortices attached around the main vortex rings, while the wake of the rigid one is more regular. In addition, the wake structure of the rigid fin appear to be compressed in the spanwise direction compared with that of the flexible counterpart, which appears to expand in both dorsal and ventral directions and also along the further wake instead. This is consistent with the Y vorticity contour in Fig. 15 indicating that a three-dimensional deformation of the fin makes the wake pattern more complex.
Conclusions
In this work, a fully coupled FSI solver is proposed by combining our in-house fluid solver with a finite element method based code CalculiX via preCICE. Three FSI validations are conducted to verify this multi-physics solver. Beyond that, the developed tool is applied to study the propulsive performance of a caudal peduncle-fin swimmer with non-uniform distribution of stiffness. It is found that the compliance of the caudal fin has a significant impact on its propulsion performance. With the parameters selected in this paper, the flexible fins outperform the rigid counterparts in terms of thrust generation and/or propulsion efficiency. The degree to which is profoundly affected by the assigned inflexibility. Interestingly, via apposing inhomogeneous distribution of the rigidity of fins, some curvature patterns of caudal fin, observed from live fish and bio-inspired experimental robotic fish, are presented from our simulation results.
It must be noted that due to the simplified model for the distribution of caudal fin rigidity, the effect of more complex situation, such as the variations of the flexibility in spanwise direction of fin, is not investigated. In addition, the chordwise distribution of flexural rigidity of a real fish fin is non-uniform while we assumed it is uniform in this study. Obviously, more deep investigations are needed to elucidate the above mentioned effects for a better understanding in this problem .
